Lucy Porter
Comedian and Writer
"One of the most sought a er comedy writer's in Britain"

Lucy Porter has been a huge hit with comedy audiences for over ten years with her dis nc ve, bouncy, feel-good comedy. Lucy
has gathered a strong following and excellent reputa on on the live circuit. Away from comedy, Lucy starred alongside Chris an
Slater in the stage version of One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest.

TOPICS:
Entertainment
Comedy
Awards and Host

LANGUAGES:
She presents in English.

IN DETAIL:
A ﬁnalist on Channel 4's So You Think You're Funny? , Lucy is a regular on Radio 4
panel and comedy shows, and has also appeared a number of mes on Have I Got
News For You and Mock the Week. She has also appeared on Newsnight and The
Culture Show, Celebrity edi ons of Pointless and Mastermind, and has wri en for
Johnny Vaughan, Adam and Joe, and Jimmy Tarbuck. Lucy has also moved into
the world of ﬁlm and has a feature script on the development slate at leading Brit
ﬁlm company Warp X. Lucy has also contributed to various publica ons as a
columnist, including City AM, Cook Vegetarian Magazine and Mother & Baby.

WHAT SHE OFFERS YOU:
There's always a philosophical element to Lucy's shows, covering the topics that
ma er in her life. Lucy has a warm and wi y style and delivers her thoughts and
observa ons on life, love and how odd the world can be like a long-standing and
some mes indiscrete friend.

HOW SHE PRESENTS:
Lucy is a comedian whose bright and bubbly persona can win over any audience.
Lucy is a huge hit with audiences up and down the country with her dis nc ve,
bouncy, feel-good comedy.
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